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QUESTION 1

How is a Local LUN Move initiated? 

A. Select the LUN, then select the Pool to move the LUN into, then choose the Move operation 

B. Choose the Move operation, then select a LUN, then select the Pool to move the LUN into 

C. Select a LUN, then choose the Move operation, then select the Pool to move the LUN into 

D. Select the Pool to move the LUN into, then choose the Move operation, then select a LUN 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://www.dellemc.com/en-us/documentation/unity-family/unity-p-config-luns/02-configuring-lun-move.htm 

 

QUESTION 2

A storage administrator is required to test a new version of an application loaded on a secondary host. The
administrator must use existing data contained on a LUN provisioned from Unity to a primary host. 

Which solution will meet the requirement and provide space efficiency? 

A. Create a snapshot of the LUN Configure LUN access for the secondary host Attach the snapshot to the secondary
host 

B. Create a snapshot of the LUN Configure snapshot access to the LUN for the secondary host Attach the snapshot to
the secondary host 

C. Create a Synchronous Replication session for the LUN Configure access to the replica LUN for the secondary host
Attach the secondary host 

D. Create an Asynchronous Replication on session for the LUN Configure access to the replica LUN for the secondary
host Attach the secondary host 

Correct Answer: B 

Attaching a snapshot is only applicable for block snapshots, and makes the snapshot available for host IO. A host must
have Snapshot access or LUN and Snapshot access configured in order to access the snapshot. When a snapshot is
attached, Unisphere provides the option to create a copy of the snapshot in case the administrator wants to preserve
the current snapshot view for future use. 

 

QUESTION 3

A user is having difficulty troubleshooting a Unity storage system and the service provider has been contacted for
assistance. The service provider needs to run some service commands on the Storage Processors to troubleshoot the
issue further. 

Which step must be taken to allow the service provider remote access to the storage system? 

A. Enable SSH on the storage system 



B. Set the Unisphere preferences to "Optimize" for remote access 

C. Specify the SMTP configuration 

D. Specify the Remote Logging configuration 

Correct Answer: D 

The Service Tasks tab provides tools to service the storage system, including repair and troubleshooting. You can use
this page to collect system and configuration information for assisting your service provider with a service request. The 

service password is required to access the various service task operations. 

The Technical Advisories tab displays up-to-date information about advisories specific to the system by referencing
knowledge base articles. The Logs tab displays an audit log for system events. It also allows users to configure a
remote host 

to which to send log information and lets users export logs into a CSV file for additional reporting purposes. 

 

QUESTION 4

Which Dell EMC Unity service task would most quickly resolve connection problems between the storage system and
Unisphere? 

A. Reinitialize the Storage System 

B. Reimage the Storage Processors 

C. Reboot the Storage Processors 

D. restart the Management Software 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://www.emc.com/collateral/TechnicalDocument/docu69358.pdf 

 

QUESTION 5

During the configuration of ESRS, how is the Customer Contact Data verified? 

A. Access code sent through email to the customer 

B. Step taken during the ESRS Network check 

C. Step taken by the ESRS Policy Manager 

D. Step taken during the readiness check for ESRS 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6



Which information must be retrieved and used to select the unconfigured UnityVSA system when running the Auto-
discover option of the Connection Utility? 

A. Array Name 

B. System\\'s Serial ID 

C. DNS Host Name 

D. System\\'s UUID 

Correct Answer: B 

Note: The Connection Utility can be use the Auto Discover option to discover the system and configure the system
name, IPv4 management settings, and/or IPv6 management settings. References:
https://www.emc.com/collateral/TechnicalDocument/docu69316.pdf 

 

QUESTION 7

What is a consideration for IP Packet Reflect running on a NAS server? 

A. Communications initiated by Unity do not require route table lookups. 

B. SP must be rebooted after IP Packet Reflect is disabled. 

C. SP Must be rebooted after IP Packet Reflect is enabled. 

D. Reply packets are sent via the same interface as the request packets. 

Correct Answer: A 

References: https://www.emc.com/dam/uwaem/documentation/unity-p-configure-smb-file-sharing.pdf 

(53) 

 

QUESTION 8

What is the maximum number of file system snapshots that are supported by Unity? 

A. 16 

B. 96 

C. 256 

D. 512 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9



A storage administrator is tasked with configuring a density-based Host I/O policy based on the following requirements: 

Resource Size: 100 GB LUN Density Limit: 20 IOPS 

What is the total IOPS set by this policy? 

A. 120 

B. 1,200 

C. 2,000 

D. 2, 100 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

What capability is provided by the Dell EMC CIFS Management snap-in? 

A. Configure share permissions 

B. Configure NAS Server registry settings 

C. Manage home directories 

D. Manage local NAS Server users 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://www.dell.com/community/VNX/Allowing-access-to-filesystem-from-Windows-hosts-via-CIFS-and/td-
p/7101801 

 

QUESTION 11

What is the maximum recovery point objectives (RPOs) configurable when using Unity native asynchronous
replication? 

A. Minimum = 1 minute Maximum = 60 minutes 

B. Minimum = 1 minute Maximum = 1440 minutes 

C. Minimum = 5 minutes Maximum = 60 minutes 

D. Minimum = 5 minutes Maximum = 1440 minutes 

Correct Answer: D 

References: https://www.dellemc.com/en-ie/documentation/unity-family/unity-p-replication-config/02-unity-rep-br-
workflow.htm 

 



QUESTION 12

A system administrator has configured a system using the Initial Configuration wizard. After completing the wizard, the
administrator discovers that an incorrect IP address has been assigned to the Unity system. How can the IP address be
changed? 

A. The IP address cannot be changed once it has been configured 

B. Through the Service interface using the ifconfig command 

C. In the Unisphere Settings menu 

D. The IP address can only be changed using the UEMCLI 

Correct Answer: D 

The svc_initial_config UEMCLI command sets up initial system configuration. It configures a management IP address
when the Connection Utility (CU) is not available on the network. If an address is set, this command can also change
the management IPv4 and IPv6 configuration mode. It attempts to configure the system with the given friendly name
and/or network parameters. 

Note: The Unisphere CLI (UEMCLI) is a tool that provides us with the CLI access to perform the same actions as one
would on the Unisphere web interface. References: https://www.emc.com/collateral/TechnicalDocument/docu69328.pdf
(page 60) 
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